Green building
solutions

Sustainable design
with Daikin HVAC-R systems

Today‘s

challenges
From 2015 onwards
the majority of new
building projects
in Europe are expected
to be green.
93% percent of developers
& Investors consider green
certification important

Property developers are setting
high standards
›› Aiming for a BREEAM Excellent or LEED Gold target
is no longer rare
›› The real challenge? Achieving these targets while
staying within budget

HVAC-R systems play an important role
›› Within the total green assessment
& investment cost
›› They require the alignment of many different parties

* BREEAM and LEED green building programmes are the two most
important sustainable building certificates in Europe, covering
more than 75% of the total sustainable-building certificate market.
BREEAM is a registered trademark of BRE (the Building Research
Establishment Ltd. Community Trade Mark E5778551).
The BREEAM marks, logos and symbols are the Copyright of BRE
(Source: DLP report 2014)
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and are reproduced by permission.

Daikin: the best partner for your green project:
It is essential to choose
an HVAC-R partner
with the knowledge
and portfolio to achieve
your BREEAM or LEED
objectives, and other
green needs.

We have a team of BREEAM
accredited professionals (APs) at your service!
›› Over 17 APs across Europe
›› Assisting you to achieve your BREEAM certificate

You get maximum support
in scoring BREEAM credits & LEED points:
›› Daikin Total HVAC-R Solutions
›› High seasonal efficiency technologies
›› Smart energy management with intelligent network
›› Boost your end score with innovative products & technologies
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Daikin BREEAM
Accredited Professionals

at your service!
We have over 17 BREEAM Accredited Professionals
across Europe, helping you all the way –
from design phase to commissioning – to achieve
your BREEAM certificate. Their expertise goes beyond
HVAC-R: they can help you on your entire project.
Even if a BREEAM certificate is not the target for
your building, our APs are certified experts in selecting
the most sustainable design to meet your needs.
To contact a Daikin BREEAM AP close
to you, visit bit.ly/breeamap

Did you know?
Involving a BREEAM AP in your project
in the design phase can help you to gain up to 2 free
credits for the BREEAM category “Management”.
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Expertise
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Maximise your BREEAM and LEED
green building programme score with

Daikin solutions
1. Manage up to 70% of your energy consumption
with the Daikin Total Solution
No energy waste
Many buildings today typically operate separate
systems for heating, cooling, refrigeration, ventilation
and hot water. As a result, a huge amount of energy
is wasted.
A much more efficient alternative, Daikin offers
a total solution managing up to 70% of a building’s
energy consumption, delivering maximum energy
efficiency, minimum operating costs and reduced
CO2 emissions.

We make things easy to manage
The Daikin Total Solution provides a single point of
contact for the design and maintenance
of your system, making things easy for you.

Optimum comfort for guests and tenants

Average hotel energy consumption

HVAC-R :
Refrigeration 3%

Lighting

Ventilation 4%
Space cooling 15%

Kitchen
Office
Other

70%

Hot water 17%

Our solution ensures the optimal balance
of temperature, humidity and air freshness for
a perfect comfort zone.

Space heating 31%
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Average office energy consumption

Hot water 9%

Other

Space heating 25%

Office
equipment

48%

Integrate third
party equipment

Lighting
Space cooling 9%
Ventilation 5%
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2. Top seasonal efficiency
Both BREEAM and LEED green building programmes put the strongest focus on energy
efficiency. This is exactly why it’s so important to choose Daikin.

Variable Refrigerant Temperature
Customise your VRV for best seasonal efficiency & comfort. Thanks to its revolutionary
Variable Refrigerant Temperature technology, VRV IV continuously adjusts the refrigerant
temperature to the actual temperature and capacity needed, thus providing optimal
seasonal efficiency at all times.
›› Improved seasonal efficiency of 28%
›› Weather dependent
›› Customer comfort is assured with automatic adjustement of refrigerant temperature leading
to higher outblow temperatures (avoiding cold draft)

Different modes:
The system can be easily customised via preset modes. This way you can optimise the system to balance comfort
and efficiency.

Effect of preset modes on efficiency and reaction speed:
Automatic mode

(default setting on VRV IV)

Load
Refrigerant volume (VRV)

High sensible mode
Load
Refrigerant volume (VRV)

Refrigerant temperature (VRT)

Basic mode (current VRF standard)
Load
Refrigerant volume (VRV)
Refrigerant temperature (VRT)

Refrigerant temperature (VRT)
Efficiency

Indoor temperature

Efficiency

Efficiency

Indoor temperature

Indoor temperature

When the load goes down, the refrigerant

Year-round top efficiency, no matter the load,

Quick reaction speed to peak load, with only low

temperature goes down and a huge efficiency

with slower reaction speed at peak loads

efficiency gain when the load goes down

gain is made

Unique VRT automatic mode leads to 28% increase in
seasonal efficiency
In automatic mode the system is set for maximum efficiency
through most of the year, and for quick reaction speed
on the hottest days. This ensures comfort at all times while still
providing increased seasonal efficiency up to 28%.

Automatic mode

Quick reaction
speed

(Default setting on VRV IV)

Top
efficiency

The perfect balance: maximum efficiency
through most of the year. Quick reaction speed
on the hottest days.
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Waste no more heat with
heat recovery

22

Cooling

Daikin’s VRV, Chiller and refrigeration heat-recovery
units provide the highest BREEAM and LEED scores
for energy efficiency calculations.
Heat recovery systems offer the highest efficiency
by recovering heat from areas that require cooling
to heat rooms and hot water virtually for free.

Extracted
heat
22

VRV
heat
recovery
system

Heating

Hot water

Ventilation

Air curtain

Always a step ahead
Daikin, a pioneer and leading manufacturer
in air conditioning, has never stopped setting
new standards for its proven VRV system.
A decisive milestone was the first effective
utilisation of heat recovery in 1991: waste heat
generated during cooling processes was
used for heating other parts of a commercial
building, saving money.
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3. Smart air conditioning management
with Intelligent Network
To drastically reduce your energy consumption and CO2 emissions it’s not enough to simply
make your equipment more efficient.

Intelligent network
To drastically reduce your buildings energy
consumption the air conditioning operation needs to
be managed and monitored 24/7.
Here, too, Daikin provides the solution: i-Net, a tool
that gives you valuable knowledge to manage energy
usage yourself or by Daikin professionals.

Performance supervision and analysis

Data server
Internet

Prediction analysis

Daikin's unique 24/7 online diagnosis system

Information to customers or
service company

CLOUD

Visualise your energy
management
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BREEAM awards innovative products & technologies, such as VRV Cloud.
This boosts your final points and BREEAM rating.

How does it work?
VRV Cloud
Get in the energy-management driver’s seat with
web-based energy data and analytics. Control over your
energy consumption results in energy savings up to 15%.
1. You plan your annual energy target assisted
by Daikin
2. The cloud server monitors and checks
the progress of your plan
3. The could server informs you if action is needed

Intelligent network performance monitoring
and analysis
Focus on your core business and hand the HVAC
to Daikin. The Daikin Intelligent Network continuously
fine-tunes the system’s operation without
intervention from your side.
›› Alarm and early warning of system deviations
by email
-- Maximise uptime and comfort
-- Save costs by avoiding breakdown
›› Operation data-logging and web-based access
for the service provider
-- Service provider will come prepared
(= smart service!)
›› Periodic trend analysis by specialists
-- Reliability: assure your system runs in the most
efficient way thanks to Daikin experts
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CHRYSTAL TOWER (BUCHAREST)
BREEAM Excellent design phase

p.14

Case studies
Daikin has successfully participated in many green
and sustainable projects. Helping builders achieve
BREEAM Excellent, LEED Gold, NZEB and similar
certificates has become one of our specialities – and
our case studies prove it!
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VELOCITY (LONDON)
BREEAM Very Good

Other green references

PARK PHI (ENSCHEDE NL)
BREEAM Excellent

QUATTRO PARK C (KRAKOW, PL)
BREEAM Very Good

JAPAN HOUSE (MOSCOW, RU)
BREEAM Good

Find out more on www.daikineurope.com/references
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Crystal Tower
BREEAM Design Phase: Excellent rating

A great and well-known example
of a Daikin Total Solution
leading to high energy-efficient
HVAC consumption

Location
48 Lancu de Hunedoara Boulevard
Bucharest Romania
Building details

›› A combination of VRV, Sky Air and Applied systems ensuring
all offices and common areas are fully air conditioned.
›› Water-cooled VRV as the main contributor to total HVAC energy
efficiency due to its two-stage heat recovery system.
›› Flexibility: individual thermal control and comfort
with VRV on each floor and space.
›› Problem-free connection between Daikin units and
the LonWorks BMS system ensures the building’s total energy
consumption is properly monitored and controlled.

Built-up area: 24,728 m²
Total usable area: 20,020 m²
Floors: 4 basements, 15 floors, technical floor
Building height: 72 m
Office space per level: approx. 1,000 m²
Daikin systems installed
›› 67 x VRV water-cooled units
›› 2 x VRV outdoor heat pump units
›› 289 VRV indoor units (265 ducts, 24 x cassettes)
›› 5 x Sky Air with Roundflow Cassettes
›› 4 x air-cooled water chillers
›› 11 x DMS504B51 (LonWorks gateway)

Awards
›› Green Building of the Year 2012 (ROGBC)
›› Environmental Social & Sustainability award (ESSA)
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€9

/m²
energy cost

Velocity

vs €29/m² fo
r a CIBSE
typical office

BREEAM Excellent

Daikin VRV Heat Recovery system
as a big contributor to high
Energy Performance of a stylish
headquarter office

Location
Velocity Brooklands, Weybridge, KT13 0SL,
United Kingdom
Building details

Cost effective occupation

Velocity, with its strong eco-credentials can demonstrate significant
occupation cost savings when compared to a more typical office
building in the UK.
The graph below demonstrates the difference in annual energy
consumption, per unit floor area, for both Velocity office blocks
when compared to the CIBSE* ‘Typical Office’ benchmark and
‘Typical Office’. Good Practise’ benchmark built to the Building
regulations at the time. A CIBSE ‘Typical Office Good Practise’ is
equivalent to those built between 2006 and 2010.

Total usable area: 9885 m²
Floors: ground floor + 4 floors
Building Height: 19,25m (3,850m floor to floor)
Construction year: 2012

*Chartered Institute for Building Services Engineers

›› 25 x VRV III Heat Recovery units
›› 2 x VRV heat pump outdoor units
›› 265 VRV indoor units (Ducted fan coil unit)
›› 10 x DCS601C51 (Intelligent controller)

Energy use (per FT2 per year
Velocity office block 1
Velocity office block 2

‘Typical Office’
‘Typical Office Good Practise’

40 kWh/FT2/year

Energy Performance
Certificate: B

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Heating
& hot water

Daikin systems installed

Cooling

Auxiliary

Lighting

Equipment

Total

ENERGY PERFORMANCE
CERTIFICATE B
A+
A 0-25
B 26-50
C 51-75
D 76-100
E 101-125
F 126-150
G Over 151

Net zero CO2 emissions

30 VELOCITY
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Daikin
Global leader in HVAC
For more information on Daikin please visit
www.daikineurope.com
To find a Daikin BREEAM Accredited Professional
please visit www.greenbooklive.com

Founded in Japan in 1924, Daikin is the global
and European N°1 HVAC provider. Present throughout
Europe with a dedicated sales team and highly
trained technicians, we deliver solutions
for residential, commercial and industrial applications.

Our common goal?
Selecting the best sustainable HVAC system for
your project, looking beyond the initial investment,
while staying within your budget.
We have trained experts to advise you and give you
the best solution according to your specific needs.
As a global company with local service, Daikin
is the best HVAC partner to obtain your BREEAM
& LEED green building programme certificate.

Daikin Europe N.V.
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